
The Steps and the Way We Work 
 

1. The only place food is mentioned is in Step 1. This is where we have spent our life until now 
focusing/driven by our personal thoughts into food & controlling food (and people, places and 
things).  All other steps are pointing us in the direction of the spiritual/formless (inside), where our 
wellbeing is.   

 
2. How we work. We all have this amazing power of Thought. Through our beliefs & conditioning 

(conditioning being other people's beliefs & are now our thinking habits) we use Thought positively 
or negatively.  Like the weather, our personal thoughts are changeable and dependent upon our 
mood.  Some of our habitual thoughts have a low mood attached to them  Sometimes our thinking 
‘weather’ is very cloudy or stormy and sometimes there are no clouds. If our thoughts are 
changeable & conditioned, then it shows they aren't objectively true: 

 
i. The fact we can think positively or negatively about a person place or thing, means that 

the person, place or thing is neutral.  
ii. The fact that the person, place or thing can be thought of positively or negatively by us 

at different times & days dependent on our mood, reiterates the person, place or thing is 
neutral.  

iii. The fact that different people can think differently about the person, place or thing again 
shows it's neutral.  
 

 
 

 
3. Our thoughts create our feelings, which creates our behaviour.  

  

  

  

  

When we get a negative feeling (from changeable/conditioned thoughts), this is our flag to stop & 

notice. Let the feeling be, but realise it's coming from thought, which is conditioned and changeable. 

Don't act (self-medicate), sit, feel the feeling & connect with HP. Be curious & a lightness is felt. All 

we need to do is 'fall back' into Wisdom/Wellbeing/HP & trust new thought will be available to us.  

Feelings/sensations dissipate when we don’t self-medicate & we open up to Wisdom. 

 
4. HP (Wellbeing/Wisdom) aka our Inner Diamond (in blue), is where the power to change is. It is 'up 

stream' of personal thinking. It is a place (metaphorically) where we can connect to HP & new 
thinking/insights bubble up. When we don't take our personal thinking to be absolute truth, we get 
curious & connect with HP. We can connect with HP through different catalysts (some examples in 
red).  Those catalysts are not what make us feel wellbeing, they are ‘vehicles’ to connect.   
 

Wellbeing is always available to us, because it is our very nature. 
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5. Wellbeing Listening: Deep listening to ourselves and others is a beautiful gift and not the way we 
normally listen.  Connecting with our Inner Diamond and listening from that space connects us to 
each other spiritually, where no words are needed.  It has been described as ‘holding a space’ for 
someone, where they can access their Wisdom/Wellbeing and have their own insights.  This is 
where real change happens. Sharing experience, strength and hope in OA from a place of 
connection ‘Feeds the Soul’, where excess food is no longer needed. 

 

 


